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MICROFILMED

Starting with the first issue published in 1947, the
entire Leeds Art Calendar is now available on microfilm. Write for information or send orders direct to:
University Microfilms, Inc., 300N
Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, U.S.A.

Leeds Art Collections Fund
This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts. The
Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular funds for
buying works of art for the Leeds collection. We want more
subscribing members to give one and a half guineas or
upwards each year.
Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and Temple
Newsam; receive your Arts Calendar free each quarter; receive
invitations to all functions, private views and organised visits
to places of interest, by writing for an application form to the
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Editorial

of the C,'alendar was devoted entirely to Lotherton Hall, perhaps
little should be said about it in this issue,
except to record with some pride the
following facts. We did manage to get the
house open to the public early in August
in spite of all the hold-ups
the builders
were not out until July. Attendance figures
have been high and the transport department had some difficulty in dealing with
the quantities of visitors who wanted to
use the daily excursion bus service; on one
day seven buses had to be run before the
float of intending passengers was dissipated.
The last issue of the Calendar was rearranged, in time for the opening, to
serve as a booklet about the house and
its contents for general sale to the public.
So the Leeds Art Collections Fund made a
special contribution to the amenities of
Lotherton right from the start.
At Temple Newsam the struggle to keep
up decent appearances goes on. Most of the
heating system is now installed, including
the completely new boiler house under the
north courtyard. Putting new pipe-runs
and flues in any house is hazardous, but in
a vast building the age of Temple Newsam
the whole thing can be a daunting problem. Certainly the series of structural
crises through which we have passed have
been something
of a nightmare. For
example, the innocent-looking blind bay
window at the east end looked such an
obvious place in which to hide the new
exhaust flue especially as it already covered the old kitchen flue. When work began
it was soon obvious that the whole structure had never been more than a dummy
put in to balance the real bay at the other
end of the north front. At this stage the
situation was merely interesting, but the
As the last issue

—

mood soon changed to one of horror via
astonishment when it was realised that the
original builders had not bothered to
bond their brick and stonework into the
main structure of the building. Indeed, the
age of faith seems to have lingered on in
building circles at least until the seventeenth century. The result was that the
whole bay and flue had to be rebuilt
completely on a more works-departmentlike manner. There was another little
difficulty on the west wing with woodworm; in a matter of centuries the
blighters had eaten their way through the
bearing ends of many of the main beams
supporting the second floor. A great deal
of concealed steelwork has had to be put
in which we hope will prove less palatable.
The worst is surely over now, though the
south wing is still in the throes of conversion, and we can at least take comfort
from the fact that the Long Gallery should
be warm for the 1969 Carol Party. How
soon we shall be able to redecorate within
and obliterate the scars of builders and
plumbers is a matter for conjecture
it all
boils down to money.
Some excellent acquisitions have been
made recently. No doubt the ormolu inkstand of about 1775 (Fig. I) should head
the list. This was probably made by
Matthew Boulton in Birmingham and if
so is the fourth example of what he proudly
called his 'Fine Wares'o come to Temple
Newsam (the cassolettes were mentioned
and illustrated in the editorial of Calendar
No. 62) . The inkstand is a charming
mixture of mechanical
and
ingenuity
decorative panache and makes a very
positive contribution to the riches of the
house. Apart from its qualities as an object
it represents another milestone in the

—

history of the collection for it was given to
the L.A.C.F. by two Leeds businessmen
and Mr. George Levy of Messrs. Blairman.
The former insist on remaining anonymous,
but it should be noted that they are among
our main benefactors without whose generosity, incidentally, the Harewood library
table would not have come to rest at
a
Temple Newsam. Of the furniture,
particularly good chairback settee of about
1750 (Fig, 2) was bought with the aid of a
government grant; this type of furniture,
is now well
in many of its variations,
represented in Leeds. Out of Lady Martin'
cardbequest a fine little laburnum-wood
table of about 1720 was bought, also in
London. It is in excellent condition and
of'pecial interest in that it represents a
small, but significant, group of English
furniture made of this rather exotic-looking
wood. Very recently purchased was an
early Victorian writing-table in birds-eye
one might say royal—
maple of superb
quality. This was acquired specifically
in fact as part of
with Lotherton in mind
the policy we may now pursue of acquiring really good things of a much later date
at
than v e could show to advantage
Temple Newsam. We have not been slow
either in using the Lotherton endowment
fund; out of this, so far have been bought
a splendid silver-gilt ewer and basin of
1903 proudly, if discreetly, signed by its
designer and chaser L. Movio and three
silver serving spoons of 1893 made by
Elkingtons of Birmingham with modish
stems in the early art-nouveau manner. It
is good to record that this ewer and basin
were bought with a 50 per cent grant from
the government, so we were able to make
the best of Sir Alvary's generosity in the
first working year of his gift so to say.
Members will know that the future of
the art gallery is still in the melting pot,
depending on a final decision being made
as to whether or not to rebuild it on a
different site. Such times of'aiting are
especially in this
always deinoralizing,
case as we can no longer proceed systematically with the modernization which has
made such a difference during the last
decade. It is very sad to think that neither

—
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—

Ink Stan(1, ormolu. attributed
e. 1775—80; ht. 14.,'n.

to Matthew

Boulton,

2. Triple Ghair-Back Settee,
mahogany, c. 1750; L. 63 in.

of Mr. Mason Jones'xcellent

—

for
plans
the Print Room and Art Library extension
or for the decent housing of the reserve
collection of watercolours, to make them
may
immediately accessible to the public
come to anything. The project for a sculpture scheme to decorate the blank facade
seen from the Garden of Rest, the subject
of a special exhibition at the Art Gallery
some twelve months ago may also become
little more than an incident in the history
of the artistic struggles of Leeds. It is possible, however, to take a more optimistic
view and hope that, with the enthusiastic
backing of the Arts Council which it will
be remembered made a grant to initiate the
original scheme, it may be possible to commission sculpture for the facade of a new
gallery. In the meantime we struggle, in
the interests of public and staff morale, to
make the gallery look as well loved as
possible.
On the building front rather happier
things are going on at Temple Newsam.
Recently a large part of the stable block
was taken over for development as exhibition rooms. The idea is to open what used
to be called the Smeaton Room as a semipermanent exhibition illustrating the history of Temple Newsam House. It will
include things like the eighteenth-century
plan of
fire engine, 'Capability'rown's
the park and drawings made for some of
the
made through
the improvements
centuries, the fascinating sort of material
that accumulates in the archives of a
great house. Fortunately this part of the
scheme is nearly complete, the next stage
will be the opening up of a large area of the
first floor it used to be the cafe as a
temporary exhibition space. It should be a
very attractive place with its exposed roof

—

—

—

—

beams and it will certainly relieve the
problem of having to strip furnished rooms
when, from time to time, we hold temporary
exhibitions at Temple Newsam. All progress, we may boast, towards showing the
treasures of Leeds to better advantage.
Since the staff'were last mentioned in an
editorial there have been a lot of changes
and members may wonder who everybody
is. Taking events in chronological order,
Peter Walton was appointed Assistant
for
Keeper with special responsibility
Lotherton Hall he came in July. Richard
Fawcett started in August on a two-year
Leeds
stint as the first trainee assistant
City Art Galleries having been recognised
as a teaching museum for the training of
curators earlier this year. Terry Friedman
arrived in October as Keeper of Decorative
Art Studies, his is also a new post, but this
time sponsored by the University. He and
the rest of the curatorial staff will teach
students from the Fine Art Department
about the decorative arts using Temple
Newsam, the Art Gallery and Lotherton
Hall as giant visual and tactile aids; we
hope indeed to achieve much through the
handling of material. This is a new expericollaboration
ment in Museum/University
in the outcome of which we are all greatly
interested. At the end of September Julian
Pritchard left the Print Room and Art
Library for a period of private study. He
did first-rate work in Leeds and brought
to it a rare sensibility in dealing with the
watercolours and drawings under his care
and an even rarer ability of making his
thoughts easily comprehensible
through
the written word. We welcome his successor, Alex Robertson, who will no doubt
bring quite a different mind and eye to
bear on his charges.

—

—
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C. E. Kempe's Staircase and Interiors
at Temple Newsam 18M

1. ?'he Oa k Staircase at

? eniple Xetvsarn designed
C. E. Kernpe, 1894.

by

In her memoir Sunshine and Shadotvs Over
a Long Life, Lady Mary Meynell who lived
for many years with her aunt, the Hon.
Mrs. Emily Charlotte Meynell Ingram, at
Temple Newsam, Yorkshire, commented
on her companion's "quality of improving,
transforming and perfecting a building till
it reached the climax of her ideal".'he
truth of this remark is well illustrated by
the stately church of 'The Holy Angels't
Hoar Cross in Staffordshire which she
built with the aid of George Bodley as a
memorial to her husband. Letters preserved amongst the Halifax papers at
she
Garrowby show how meticulously
supervised the arrangement of every detail
constantly insisting on minor alterations
and, shortly after its completion in 1876,
ordered the entire west end to be reconstructed in order to improve the proportions. The alterations which Mrs. Meynell
Ingram made at Temple Newsam in
collaboration with G. F. Bodley2 and later
C. E. Kempe were carried out with a
similar attention to detail and lack of
regard for expense. Her brother, Charles
Wood, 2nd Viscount Halifax, commissioned Kempe's partner Walter Tower (both
members of the Bodley school) to transform Garrowby into a baronial hall redolent with feudal atmosphere and fitted out
with priest chambers, spy holes and concealed passages. s Bodley, Kempe and
Tower were favoured because they moved
'
1', TT'
.1
W1
1
ln Ine sdlne pollle rltgtl DIIUI'cll oil cles as
the Halifax family and shared their taste
for the more picturesque aspects of the
Elizabethan style.
to
The late Victorian improvements
Temple Newsam, a large Tudor Jacobean
house (the birthplace of Lord Darnley) in

which most of the original decor had been
destroyed, were designed to restore its
late-medieval
character. Mrs. Meynell
Ingram's innovations included replacing
the Georgian sash windows with leaded
lights, installing a magnificent
(Fig. 1), remodelling the dining
room and Darnley room and restyling the
main first-floor corridor. The alterations
were virtually complete when the Duke
and Duchess of York stayed at Temple
Newsam for a few days in October 1894.4
C. E. Kempe was well equipped to undertake this work for he had previously imposed a similar 'period'cheme on his own
house, Old Place near Lindfield in Sussex
which, like Temple Newsam, was a Tudor
building with many original features. The
interior of Old Place, as illustrated in early
numbers of Country Life5, is in fact closely
related to the ornamental wood and plasterwork he designed for Temple Newsam.
Both schemes were carried out by Messrs.
Norman and Burt of Burgess Hill, Sussex.
The firm was founded by Simeon
Norman in 1862 and in 1894 Henry Burt
was taken into partnership.
They specialized on ecclesiastical and domestic building
and restoration, particularly carved oak
work, frequently executing the designs of
Walter Tower, Geoffrey Bodley, Charles
Kempe and Edwin Lutyens'. They made
a staircase for the Earl of Portsmouth at
Hurstbourne Park, Hants, similar to the
vite d,t Telllple l ewsaln anQ unQer the
direction of G. F. Bodley, supplied oak
seats for the church which Mrs. Meynell
Ingram built at Hoar Cross. Many major
commissions were carried out under the
personal supervision of
P. Court, joiner
and W. Court, carver, who served the firm
'Jacobean'taircase

I

J.

for fifty-two and forty-five years respectively. They came from a Huguenot family
of carvers and joiners who had settled near
Acrise in Kent many generations before.
The firm's original workshops on London
Road, Burgess Hill are still in use and
many drawings by C. E. Kempe and his
assistant William Tate for the alterations
at Temple Newsam have been preserved.
A group of these are presently on loan to
Temple Newsam (cover design), including
three for the great staircase inscribed:
'C. E. Kempe, 28 Nottingham Place',
and designs for the dining-room and oak
corridor. Several sheets bear annotations
such as "Balusters to be closer/iron grill
to cut off Schoolroom/Carve
this from
some old work", etc.
Kempe modelled the Temple Newsam
staircase on a splendid Jacobean example
formerly at Slaughan Place, Sussex, which
had been re-erected during the eighteenth
century in the Star Hotel, Lewes, and
remained there when the Star was converted into the Town Hall in 1893 (certain
features may have been derived from the
famous staircase at Hers tmonceux), Kempe,
being a local antiquarian,
would have
known
these staircases well. In 1932
Captain Charles Meynell interviewed P.J.
Court who had supervised the Temple
Newsam commission. He stated that work
began in 1894 and that all the carving was
done in the workshops at Burgess Hill
before the structure was transported to
Yorkshire in sections' Three plaster casts
taken from the S1aughan staircase to
guide the craftsmen are still in existence
and have been lent to Temple Newsam
(Fig. 2). Although Kempe gave instructions that the decorative elements were
not to be slavishly copied, many carvings
correspond closely to details on the original
(Fig. 3). The ornamental themes consist
in the main of armour and weapons;
hunting
subjects; musical instruments;
trophies; grotesque masks; armorials and
allegorical figures. The various symbolic
figures on the staircase from Slaughan are
provided with titles so those reproduced at
Temple Newsam (all unnamed) can be
identified by comparison with the source.
Numbering the newel posts from bottom
to top the following figures (occurring on

the vase-shaped caps) can be recognized
(bracketed letters refer to orientation):
2. (S) Seeing; 3. (W) Feeling; 4. (S) Hearing (Fig. 3); 5. (S) Venus; 6. (E) Tasting;
7. (E) Experience; 8. (E) Constancy. The
newel posts are surmounted
by heraldic
beasts griffins, stags and wild menconnected with the owners of Temple
Newsam." Technically the carving is exceedingly fine, there being no signs of the
coarseness which characterises much commercially produced late-Victorian woodwork, but comparison with the original
staircase reveals a certain flatness and
lack of vitality.
In 1962 information was sought from
the only surviving joiner engaged on the
project, a man named Alfred Mighell, then
aged 95. He recalled that "our work was
confined to constructing the new staircase, laying oak floors, making architraves,
over doors and the sideboard in the dining
room".i~ The foreman joiners were P. J.
Court and W. Vine, and the carving was
supervised by a man named Constable.
Assistance was provided by
Tomlinson
of Leeds, who made the large areas of
panelling and other routine joiners'ork
associated with Kempe's scheme. Two of
the men from Sussex are said to have
settled in the district because they could
earn eightpence an hour in Leeds a
penny more than their existing rate of pay.
Although no designs for the sumptuous
plasterwork in the stair-well at Temple
Newsam (Fig. 4) have been traced the
intricate system of ribs, bosses, strapwork,
spiralling briars and heraldic devices is so
closely allied to the moulded ceilings and
friezes at Old Place that Kempe's authorship cannot be doubted. Mr. Aubrey G.
Taylor who was a practising member of
Kempe and Co., thinks it extremely probable that the plasterwork was carried out
by the long defunct firm of Battiscombe R.
Harris.'s The long corridor which led
from the first landing to the gallery where
important receptions were held was also
fully remodelled in Jacobean style,'~ the
main feature being an imposing arcaded
screen which closed the vista towards the
staircase.
The dining room at Temple Newsam
(Fig. 5) was also restyled by Kempe and

—

J.

—

2. One of several plaster casts taken
from the Slaugham Place staircase

lo guide craftsmen carving the newel

posts

for

Temple Xewsam.

3. Figure

4. Detail of carved

emblematic of
a stair newel at
Temple JVewsam.

several working drawings have been preserved. The walls were panelled, a new
ceiling and frieze (copied from genuine
fragments of old plasterwork elsewhere in
the house) put up and a ponderous sideboard built into an alcove. The doorcases
were topped by elaborate arcaded pediments incorporating obelisks and fanciful
strapwork
and the period atmosphere
further enhanced by a massive Portland
stone chimneypiece based on one in the
great hall at Hardwick, the plaster overmantel being embellished with an impressive heraldic display advertising
Lord
Darnlev s connection s.jtt Temple Newsam.'s Mr. Wallace, a senior director of
Norman & Burt Ltd., has suggested that
the polychrome
delftware
tiles which
originally lined the chimney-recess,
the
brass door furniture and the neo-Elizabethan fire dogs were supplied by Thomas
Elsley of London who regularly produced

newel forming
part of the Elizabethan staircase
formerly at Slaugham Place,
Sussex, now in the Town Hall,

'Hearing'n

Lewes.

ornamental metalwork and ceramic fixtures for
aware of the disruption caused by
contractors Mrs. Meynell Ingram only
visited Temple Newsam once whilst work
proceeded and relied on her nephew,
Freddy Wood, for news of developments.
In July 1894 he was able to report that
"the staircase and corridor will be what
Kempe calls very smart"," and on other
occasions consulted her about such matters
as removing
a chimneypiece and the
provision of lighting in the stair-well. The
foreman, Court, recollected overhearing a
heated argument between Mrs. Meynell
Ingram and Kempe about cutting a doorway between the dining and terrace
rooms. Kempe apparently threatened to
cease work, declaring "you can't play
bout with old houses like this", but his
autocratic patron insisted on the breakthrough being made.
Kempe.'eing
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Only one bedroom, the so-called Darnley
Room, was remodelled in Jacobean style:
the walls were panelled, a suitable carved
oak chimneypiece inserted (now replaced),
and copies of original plasterwork preserved in other parts of the house faithfully
reproduced to form the ceiling and frieze:
this secondary woodwork was carried out
in 1894 by Tomlinson of Leeds under
Kempe's
Great Hall is also decorated in
Jacobean taste, but no evidence has been
found to associate Kempe with this
scheme. An illustration of the re-styled
interio rin the Magazine of Art for 1893'9
shows that it preceded the other improvements and the plasterwork,
panelling
and overmantel
are distinctly out of
character with Kempe's work elsewhere in

Newsam is a house which has
grown through the centuries and successive owners have modified the interior
to conform to changing standards of taste.
Kempe's work was, at the time, thought to
of
embody "the highest development
taste and skill in artistic
contemporary
design",I but within fifty years the late
nineteenth century decor was reviled as
an 'offensive Victorian accretion'. In 1940
the private
chapel created for Mrs.
Meynell Ingram by G. F. Bodley was
stripped of its period glamour and many
minor features elsewhere in the house such
as chimney-pieces,
overdoors and gasfittings
removed. 'ortunately
light
Kempe's scheme was not seriously impaired and the current revival of interest
in Victorian taste should ensure that it
receives the respect it deserves.

Temple

direction.'he

the house.

10

1. Lady Mary Meynell,
p. 143.

Sunshine and Shadotos,

1933,

APPENDIX

See: C. G. Gilbert, "The Victorian Ghapel at
Temple Newsam", Leeds Art Calendar, No. 62
(1968), pp. 5—9.
See: G. Hussey, "Garrowby 1 &
Life, August 5th &. 12th, 1949.

The following advertisement issued by Norman &
Burt, about 1905, records many itnportant commissions carried out by the firm since its foundation
in 1862.

11", Country

London IVeios, 13th October 1894,
contains a report on the Royal visit and
illustrates the staircase ivhich lacked the heraldic beasts at this date.

Illustrated

Country

Life, 6th
September 1907.

October

A. H. Gregory, The
pp. 85—9.

Story

1900 and

NORMAN

21st

of Burgess Hill, 1933,

Steam Joinery Works,

An advertisement issued by the firm about 1905
recording their most important commissions
is reprinted as an appendix to this article.

Information from O. R. D. Wallis,
senior Director of Norman and Burt

LONDON

Poynings Church, Sussex, Restoration; Ewan
Christian, Esq., Archt.
St. John's College Ghapel, Hurstpierpoint,
Sussex, Oak Fittings and Tower; Messrs. Carpenter
8t Ingelow, Archts.
Restoring and Redecorating Archbishop Chicheley's Tomb in Canterbury Cathedral. Carved Oak
Reredoses, Screens, Stalls, Pulpits, &c., in Frome
Church, Somersetshire; West Kirby, Cheshire; All
Saints'hurch, Edinburgh; All Souls'ollege
Chapel, Oxford; Prescott Church, Lancashire; His
Grace the Lord Archbishop of York's Chapel,
Bishopthorpe; St. Mark's Church, Philadelphia;
Mission Church, Calcutta; India;
Universities
Lichfield Cathedral; Reredos and Side Panelling,
Trinity Ghurch, St. John', New Brunswick; Choir
Stalls, Pulpit, Organ Loft, and Panelling in Woburn
Church, for His Grace the Duke of Bedford; Oak
Seats at Hoar Gross Church, under G. F. Bodley,
Esq.; Inlaid Altar Table to Christ's Hospital New
Schools, under Messrs. Aston Webb and Ingress
Bell; Memorial Lych Gate at Ashtead Church,
under H. O. Creswell, Esq.
"Wakehurst Place," Sussex, Restorations; Aston
Webb, Esq., Arch. "Borde Hill," Cuckfield, Sussex,
Additions and Restorations; Ralph Nevill Esq.,
Arch. "Sand Rocks", Hayward's Heath, Sussex,
Additions; Messrs. Somers Clarke & Micklethwaite.
Sharnden, Mayfield, Sussex; H. O. Cresswell, Esq.
Archt. New Part Io Old Place, Lindfield, Sussex;
Oak Panelling, Chimney Pieces, Staircases, &.c., at
"Peverey," Shropshire; Temple Newsam, Yorks;
Hurstbourne Park, Hants.; and Copped Hall, Epping;
Cedar Woodwork for New Library for Lord Llangattock; Additions to Woodside House, Ghenies,
f'r Her Grace the Duchess of Bedford; New House
at Epping, for E. Wythes, Esq.; and New Chapel
at the Holy Cross Home, Hayward's Heath. Restoration of Petworth Church, for Lord Leconfield,
New House aiiu Stables ai Royston, Herts.; Yvalter
E. Tower, Esq., Architect.
New House, Stables and Gardens, Little Thakeham, Sussex; New Gardens and Additions, Buckhurst Park, Sussex; New House for W. D. James,
Esq.; E. L. Lutyens, Esq., Architect.
Restoration of the Market Cross at Chichester,
under E. Towry Whyte, Esq., and C. R. Peers,
Esq., and many other works.

Esq. (a

Ltd.).

1932).

10. ibid.
These differ in character from the relief carvings and were probably supplied by another
firm.

T. N.

files: RTt87,>62.

ibid.

14. A tracing of Kempe's design for the panelling
and doorways in the corridor includes a sketch
of the frieze, suggesting he designed the plastersvork.

15. The heraldic motifs are based on the Lennox
tomb in Westminster

Abbey.

The Bank ledgers of Norman

8I. Burt record
payments to Thomas Elsley and the St. Pancras
Ironworks between 1890 and 95 in connection
with Kempe's work.

17. Hoar Cross M.S., BB. Letters to E.C.M.I. 44a
(6 July 1894).
18. ibid.
19. p. 210.

20.

Country Life,

6 October 1900, p. 432.

21. Photographs of the staircase in
8 Oct. 1904, show a particularly

ROAD, BURGESS HILL> SUSSEX.

Works executed include—

Hoar Cross M.S. Scrapbook, vol. ii (September

12.

& BURT,

Builders & Contractors,

J.

Life,
fine set of
and
brackets
in
the
stairwell
wrought-iron gas
oak corridor. These were removed about 1940.
Country

I would like to thank O. R. D. Wallis, Esq., of
Norman &. Burt Ltd.: Mrs. Meynell of Holly Bush
Park, and Anthony Symondson Esq., for their help
in the preparation of this article.
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Calendar of Notable
Events in Leeds
TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
Open daily, including Sundays
10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m. (or dusk)
Wednesday, May to September,

10.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.

Six Tiepolo Frescoes fiorrt
Vi centra

the

Palaggo Porto,

The frescoes

were commissioned
by the Porto
family 1'r their Palazzo in Vicenza and were painted c. 1757 by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo (1696—
1770) the most celel>ratecl fresco painter of his
time in collaboration
with his son, Giovanni
Domenico 'I'iepolo
(1727—1804). They depict
outstanding
events in the history of the Porto
family ranging from 1022 to 1661, and are there1'ore not only of artistic but also historical value.
The frescoes have been lent to 'I'emple Newsam
House by an anonymous Dutch collector who is
now their owner and he has generously agreed to
extend the pcriocl of loan for a further year until

December 1970.

CITY ART GALLERY
Open daily, 10.30 a.m. t<> (L30 p.cn.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.
The Gregory Ieellott>s I.eeds University
November 7th to December 7th.
An exhibition of sculpture by William Tucker and
paintings by John Walker.
Leeds I<inc Arts Club
December 13th —December 28th.
Annual Exhibition of Members'ork.

LEEDS TRIENNIAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL
EXHIBITIONS: APRIL 1970
City Art Gallery

An exhibition of recent art in Britain, paintings,
sculpture and 3-dimensional works, selected from
artists whose work has not so far been seen in

Leeds.

Temple Newsam House
The Cloth<corkers'ompany:

Past and Present

The Festival exhibition has been framed as a visual

history of the Clothworkers'ompany
which
maintains close links with Leeds University. Many
treasures from their City Hall and examples of
wool textiles covering a wide period will be dis-

played.

Lotherton Hall
Chinese Armorial Porcelain

An exhibition
of Chinese armorial
commissioned by English families.
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tablewares

Exhibitions in other Yorkshire Galleries
Batley

(I".A.S.)

Racing Prinls

(Oakwell Hall)

Bradford

December 20 to January 17
January 22 to February 10
February 24 to March 14
March 21 to April 19

Embroidery to'ocal Crafts
Industrial Paintings (A.C.)
Torkshire Potteries (TA.S.)
Victorian

Co'dhvardian

Furniture

of Bradford

by

Pralts

to January 11th
December 13 to January
January 24 to March 8
March 21 to April 19
May 9 to May 30

ConlemPorary Prints by It/ortvegian Artists
Viclorian PoPular .4rt ( V. &" .4.)

(I. 4.S.l

Iruect Life
3rd Exhibition

Brighouse

of ConletnPorary Hangings

C 209, A'etv Prinls (.4.C.)

December 13 to January 4
January 10 to February 8
January 24 to I'ebruary 21
February 28 to March 29
April 11 to May 9

(T.A.S)

In»ect L~je

Halifax .4rt Sociely
Racing Prints (T.A.S.)
Brighouse Art Circle

Doncaster

Painting» by

1ndretv E~/>in-Hemp»all

David Curtis

&

December 6 to December 28
February 7 to March 7
April 18 to May 10

Doncasler Art Club
Decade 1920—30 (A.C.)

Harrogate

December 6 to December 28
January 3 to January 25
February 7 to March 1
March 7 to March 29

Prinlmakers';ouncil

S. C.

Turner Collection

Embroia'ery
Dutch Cra/rhic Arl

11

(:1.E.B.)

Huddersfield

Children's Royal Academy (~4.E.B )
November 29 to December 27
Arts of India (V.
January 10 to February 28
Conlemporary Oil Paintings from the R.O.I. (A.E.B.) January 24 to February 21

Hull

Italian Renaissance Bronze» ( V.
Ten Dutch:1rtist»
I'riends'
ollections

O'.)

Seven Prinlmakers

Keighley

Co'.)

December
December
April 4 to
May 9 to

from Stveden

Tlte Victorian Greeling Card (V. &" A.)
Woman ( World Fxhibition of PholograPhy)

Bryant Curlis Exhibition of Walercoloztrs

Rotherham

—

13 to January 4

The Greal War ( V. td A.)
Prinls 2 a selection of original Prints by
living artists (V. td A.)
The Arts of India (V. t'd A.)
»Veto Painling 64/67
The Art» Council
Colleclion (A.C.)
It/uclear energy (Science Museum)
I.ondon Porcelain ( V.
MasterPieces of Victorian PholograPhy ( V. GP A.)
Costume of ?orkshire (T.A.S.)
Society of Wildlife Artists
»eleclion from
Annual Exhibilion (A.E.B.)
»t/etv

May 3
May 31

December 13 to January 4
February 14 to March 15
March 14 to April 12
May 2 to May 31

(I;A.S.)

Militia, Yeomanry t'd Volunleers

20 to February 1
29 to January 18

to December 17
to January 4

January 10 to February 1
January 10 to February 8
February 7 to March 29
February 21 to March 15
April 4 to May 3

&'.)

England'ecember
—

May 2 to May 31

to'.)

Scarborough

Image (V.
Theatre Design (V. &" A.)
Britain in Walercolours (A.E.B;)
Paintings by Arthur Kitching, Skipton

December 13 to January 4
January 17 to February 8
March 7 to April 4
April 5 to April 30

York

'Palladia in

February 21 to March 15

A.C.

=

Arts Council

The Fashionable
Trventieth

Century

A.E.B.

T.A.S.

=

=

Arts Exhibition

Museums

t'd

Bureau

Art Gallery

13

V.
Service

ts'.

for

=

yorkshire

Victoria

to'lbert

Museum

Neo-Classical elements in
Chippendale's designs for the
'Director'f 1762
The exhibition recently held at Temple
and his
Newsam 'Thomas Chippendale
Patrons in the North', demonstrated how
much of that maker's work was in the neoclassical manner. For years such pieces
were thought to have been designed by
Robert Adam owing to the fact that both
men worked at houses such as Mershamle-Hatch, Harewood and Nostell Priory.
Despite intensive research only one instance of Chippendale having executed
furniture designs by Robert Adam has
come to light a suite of eight chairs and
four settees commissioned by Sir Lawrence
Dundas for 19 Arlington Street, London,
in
the other hand there are contemporary letters which refer to Chippendale
designing furniture for Harewood,2 and
for Melbourne House (now Albany in
Piccadilly).s More recently drawings by
Chippendale have been discovered in the
Nostell Priory4 and Burton Constables
archives. In addition there is the wellknown group of his drawings (now in the
Victoria and Albert'nd the Metropolitan
Museums) intended for the various editions of the Director. The designs in the first
two editions (1754 and 1755) display an
English interpretation of the rococo style
then current throughout Europe, but the
many new plates inserted into the third
edition of 1762 show some remarkable
innovations of decorative detail. Fortunately most of the new plates are dated
(fourteen were nuh1ichs d in 1 759 forties
two in 1760, thirty-two a year later and
only ten in 1762);7 with the possible
exception of a few items portrayed in the
undated plates the neo-classical features
are confined to these later designs. These
dates are most important because they

—

1765.'n

was aware of
show that Chippendale
changes of fashion at least
impending
three years before Robert Adam's first
datable essays in furniture
designing.
Adam, in 1762, was following where
had led, for he
James 'Athenian'tuart
had been shown Stuart's drawings for
Kedleston of c. 1757 which included a
side table with fluted term legs,s a design
Stuart was to elaborate in 1759 as part of
his decorative scheme for the Painted
Room at Spencer House in London.
Chippendale's plates (17 and 25) showing
similar legs (Figs. a and b) are dated 1759

and 1761 respectively. The centre chair of
plate 17 has a seat rail decorated as a
Doric frieze (Fig. f). It was published three
years before a similar feature appeared on
Sir Joshua Reynold's "Sitters Chair", a
design which Mr. John Harris has attributed to Sir William Chambers.'"
Despite his early adoption of these, and
several other, neo-classical motifs, Chippendale's outlook differs from that of
Stuart, Chambers or Adam because he
had neither the expensive training nor
who in
the interests of'hese architects
incurs
their various ways sought to purify
English architectural taste. The latter had
mixed in the highest intellectual circles in
England and in Rome. Stuart had travelled
further, and carried out extensive researches into the architecture of Greece,
while Chambers had spent several years
of careful study in Paris. All three, but
AA
s crt ~i'll
c. as a pa> c
~»w ~ui
**y»»»i>
of their carefully devised interior schemes.
Adam certainly
considered
himself a
furniture designer and Chambers is known
to have resented the fact that Chippendale's advice upon furnishing Melbourne
House was taken before his.
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Chippendale
would, in these circumstances, have to rely at first upon books
and engravings as his source of inspiration,
but the extraction of this or that Antique
detail could not be expected, of itself, to
produce a coherent programme. Moreover,
in competition with Adam (who certainly
charged for drawings, Chippendale may
how have done so if the work was to be
carried out by his firm), he had to learn
quickly if he was to wrest commissions
from both his London trade rivals and
the Adam brothers. The speed with which
Chippendale learned can be gauged from
the tentative inclusion of neo-classical
details in his designs of the later 1750s
compared with the self-confident pieces
he made for Nostell and Harewood only
a few years later.
is known
Chippendale
to have had
commercial contacts in Paris,'nd may
well have purchased the latest treatises
on interior design, or on the new archaeological discoveries, issued there. For example,
on plate 176 he chose to use two Caryatids
(derived from those on the 'porch'f the
Erectheum) as the supports for his table
frame (Fig. n). Since the plate was published in 1760 (two years before Stuart's
work on Athens appeared) he presumably
had at least seen a copy of Le Roy's work
on the same theme (published in Paris in
1758). That the Erectheum was an Ionic
temple did not deter Chippendale from
a Doric entablature upon
superimposing
the ladies'nprotected
heads. The Caryatid motif was also adopted by Adam for
his contemporary
and slightly
later
chimneypieces at Hatchlands, Croome and
Harewood, but Adam in the preface to his
'Works'tresses 'movement', and so his
figures were given back their arms in
order to pose more gracefully around the
fire opening.
The use of demi-figures on terms occurs
frequently on neo-classical furniture, but
it was a revival of a Baroque motif of the
age of Jean Berain, A. C. Boulle and
B. Toro.'hippendale's happy pairs of
satyrs and nymphs (on plate 122) are
linked by garlands, but their frivolity of
expression was not to Adam's taste, so
that his similar pairs of figures have been
reduced to classical male torsos beneath

fixed faces. Chippendale's
plate (Fig. g)
appeared in 1761, whereas Adam's design
for a similar side table at Nostell is

dated 1775.
Though this demi-figure reappears on a
mirror design (plate 171), a more significant mirror is that shown on the left of
plate 172, which is a severe, vertical, fluted
oval (Fig. a) reminiscent of many mirrors
of a much later date. The foliated scroll
crestings at the top and bottom of the
design have not yet become neatly spiralleaves on wiry-looking
ling acanthus
stems, while the rococo shells in both
crestings also betray an early, i.e., a
transitional, neo-classical piece. The design should be compared with that of
Chippendale's drawing for an oval mirror
for Nostell (see Note 4).
An overmantel
mirror (plate 184 of
1761) and a girandole (plate 178, 1760)
both incorporate "a Piece of Ruins" in
the girandole (Fig. 1) the motif is the basis
of the composition
much as many conof ruins in cities
temporary
paintings
such as Rome and in 'capriccios'y
painters like the Riccis or Pannini.
In many other plates the informality of
Orders in ruin is replaced by a formal
treatment more in accord with the first
eight plates devoted to the Orders which
form a preface to his pattern book. One
of Chippendale's
Palladian
formally
chimneypieces
(plate 180) is virtually
repeated at the keyboard level of his
organ case (plate 104). A more ingenious
use of columns is for the Ionic clockcase on
plate 164 (Fig. e) where the hollow columns
also serve to hide the clock weights (the
use of pairs of bold upright leaves in the
frieze is usually associated with designs
of the 1780s or 90s rather than the
1760s).
Plate 16 shows a design with terminal
columns for a sideboard table, and plates
163 and 164 have the same device adapted
as clockcases. The terminal column is also
used more straightforwardly
as a 'term
for Busto's etc.'plate 148). These variants
from the normal Orders are an English
Palladian motif that had enjoyed a shortlived revival in the 1730s when Lord
Burlington had designed a chimneypiece
in the manner of Inigo Jones for his new

J.
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1762

a. pl. clxxii
b. pl. xxv
c. pl. lxxxviii
d. pl. xvii

e. pl. clxiv
f. pl. xvii

n. pl. clxxv

villa at Chiswick. The terminal column
was revived yet again, twenty years later,
by the second generation of Palladian
architects such as the Lightolers, who
designs for
copied it for chimneypiece
houses such as Burton Constable. These
Jacobethan terminal columns had an
advantage over the regular Order in that
were more readily
their proportions
variable. Thus they appear in the Director
doing duty as chair and settee legs (e.g.
plate 9 with husk pendant decoration,
plate 24 with lion-claw feet, plate 25 with
piercing and plate 30 in pairs as legs of a
settee). In practice the motif was to have a
used it for his
long life: Chippendale
dining chairs at Harewood (of c. 1770)
and the attenuated elegance shown by the
legs of the writing table on plate 116
(Fig. k) could easily be attributable to the
1780s where were it not for the prominent
rococo cartouche and the keyhole of the
lower stage (the upper half of the design,
however, makes no marked concessions to
the neo-classical taste).
On a much larger scale Chippendale
used the Orders (Doric or Corinthian) for
bedposts (plates 35, 39 and 41). The shaft
the normal practice, or
could be fluted
reeded as an alternative decoration. The
reeding is more interesting because it had,
centuries before, earned the condemnation
of VitruviusI4 when he complained that
"reeds are put in the place of columns,
fluted appendages with curly leaves and
volutes instead of pediments".
might indeed have applied to
a typical Chippendale design for a bed
with its posts and cornices). We do not
know if Chippendale had read a translation of Vitruvius in some country house
library, but we do know that reeding as a
motif remained in favour till at least the
1830s. Possibly Chippendale used reeding
because it was cheaper to carve than
fluting. Its resemblance to a Roman fasces
might thus be seen as a useful Antique precedent and little more. The garlanding of
bedposts on plate 35
the neighbouring
would suggest that the fasces was indeed
the source, though Chippendale may have
seen an engraving showing temple columns
garlanded in honour of a great pagan
festival.

are
motifs
neo-classical
other
wholly decorative. On plates 37, 68, 122,
150, 164 and 188 are chains and garlands
of garrya husks hanging from the masks
of rams or lions (Fig. h and m), a decoration such as is sometimes seen carved in
marble on the angles of Antique altars and
candelabra. The row of garlands on the
cabinet frieze (Fig. j) on plate 122, dated
1761, was to be used and re-used by
Chippendale until his death in 1779, and
by countless others much later still.
(Adam's first designs, of 1762, for the side
tables in the dining room at Kedleston,
show just such garlands). As an alternative
frieze decoration Chippendale's plates 68
and 88 show him using various patterns
of fluting (Figs. h and c). This motif too,
was long to remain fashionable in England
though less so in France.
The remaining prominent neo-classical
motif was the trophy. That characteristic
of the rococo style was often composed of
musical instruments, rural implements or
items symbolising the chase (e.g. as plate
150). The later type of trophy was made up
from Antique elements such as the military
weapons of plates 186 and 188 (Fig. m)
or the central nautical group at the top of
trophies are
plate 187. Chippendale's
French and lively, rather than

The

'Adamatic'nd

dry.
of neoexamples
These numerous
classical details had all been selected and
published by Chippendale by 1762, and
this much credit must be given him. In the
early and mid-1760s, Adam was to
synthesise these 'new'otifs into a coherent
programme by a careful elimination of
rococo elements.
the more obviously
Chippendale in his turn profited by his
contact with Adam at Harewood and elsewhere, and turned towards the more
rectilinear style foreshadowed in his designs for the bason stand and shaving table
of plate 54 (dated 1761). It only remained
for him to substitute inlaid ornament for
carved work (Le. adopting a French
technique in place of an English one)
before the familiar neo-classical Chippendale style could reach maturity.

(Vitruvius'escription

IVAN HALL
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1. A. Coleridge,
Chippendale',

'Sir

.4pollo,

Lawrence

Dundas

and

Sept. 1967, pp. 197—99.

2. Letter from T. C. to Sir Rowland

W'inn, 19
July 1767, quoted in 'Thomas Chippendale at
Nostell Priory', L. Boynton and N. Goodison,

Furniture

History, iv

(1968), p. 16.

'Chambers as a Professional
Man', Architectural Retieto, April 1964, p. 280.

5. 7 homos

p. 13 and pl. 7a.

op. cit,

and his Patrons

ChiPPendale

APPENDIX

in the 7trorth,

(Temple Newsam House exhibition catalogue),
1968, Cat. no. 25, repr., pl. 6.

6. P. Ward Jackson,
Eighteenth

Century,

English Furniture

Designs

of the

H.M.S.O. 1958, pls. 95—114.

7. The work seas issued in parts as was the contemporary fashion (see ref. to Richard Gillow's
letter of 5th July 1760, asking for 'Chippendale's
additional number'). T. C. and his Patrons in the
,sforth, oP. cit., p. 2.

8. Illustration

in

The Furniture
1, 2 and

E. Harris 1963, pls.

of

3.

Robert

interact.ion between French and English architects who were designing neo-classical furniture
in the 1750s.

10. ibid, p. 5 and pl. viii B.
op. cit.,

Note on a Design in Chippendale's Director (1762)
pl. xvii (centre) and a set of Hall Chairs at Althorpe.

This hall chair design is very close to that of a
set of twelve made for Spencer House, London, and
now at Althorpe, Northants. Peter Thornton and
John Hardy have attributed thetn to Ince and Mayhew (A/hollo, March, 1968, p. 186. pl. 15) although admitting that they do not resemble any
ol'nce and Mayhew's published designs. They date
the chairs c. 1759, even though the house furnishing was not complete until late 1765 early 1766
(see Survey of London, xxx, p.p. 518—
31, ed. F. A. W.
Sheppard,
1960). Chippendale's
design has a
Earl's
monogram J. S. below an
coronet and it
was John .'ipencer who built Spen< er House.
Spencer, however, was not created an Earl until
1765, i.e. three years after the third edition ol'he
Director svas published.
(The care with which
Chippendale's
designs were copied by contemGilbert's
poraries is shosvn in C. G.
article 'Thomas
House',
at Dumfries
Chippendale
Burlington
Maga ine, November 1969, p. 663).

—

Adam,

9. John Harris, 'Early Neo-Classical Furniture'.
Furniture History, ii (1966), pp. 1 —6 discusses the

11. H. Martiensson.

13. H. Haysvard, Thomas 3ohnson and English Rococo,
1964, pl. 180 (reproduces Toro's table from his
Li one de Tables de Dit crees Formes, of c. 1716).
14. Vitruvius,
Ten Books on Architecture,
transl.
M. H. Morgan, Dover Books, 1960, p. 211.

3. H. Martiensson,

4. Boynton and Goodison,

12. Boynton and Goodison, op. cit., p. 26 and E. T.
Joy, 'Chippendale in Trouble at the Customs',
Country Life, 24 Aug. 1951, p. 596.

p. 280.
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Some Anonymous
Identified

Our Print Room like most contains a
solander or so of anonymous items, mainly drawings and watercolours. The number of these can sometimes be reduced by
research or discovery and the purpose of
this note is to publish one or two to which
a name can confidently be attached.
First in merit and importance is a Man
on Horseback (Fig. I) in the Lupton Bequest.
This work, in pencil and light brown wash,
is by Paul Sandby
(1725—1809) . The
attribution is clearly established by comparing it with sketches by him in the same
media in two albums at the British

Museum'nd also with several drawings
from the Royal Collection illustrated by
Paul Oppe in his 'Sandby Drawings'rom
Windsor Castle. The combination of soft
pencil with sepia wash (sometimes pale,
almost warm grey as here; at other times
much deeper) on a wire-laid writing
paper with a 1 in. rib, is one which
Sandby favoured a great deal and used on
hundreds of occasions as he watched figures
strolling and riding about Windsor in the
1760s and 70s. It was during those years,
before the King, George II I, took up
residence in the Castle in 1778, that the
soldier-Duke of Cumberland, Ranger of
Windsor Forest, kept a large stud there,
Sandby with plenty of
thus providing
opportunity to draw horses, grooms and
gentlemen of the cavalry: this man on
horseback is most likely one of the Duke'
has all Sandby's
men. The drawing
characteristic qualities, his lively ease and
naturalness and what chiefly recommended
practical
him to his contemporaries,
knowledge of his subject. An equestrian
connoisseur could not fault this drawing:
body forward, boots in, knees close against
the saddle, firm, gentle control on the

Drawings

rein

—it might

be taken for an illustration

of correct horsemanship. In fact the style
of the drawing embodies the style of the
riding which is at once relaxed and 'collected'. In accord wi th the rectangle

within which rider and mount are neatly
comprised,
many of the forms, while
fluently related, have a square compactwitness the stocky
ness in themselves,
knee-joints which might
diamond-shaped
alone have proclaimed Sandby's authorship. There are other points in support of
of the eyes and
it (the prominence
nostrils, the clear division of the foot into
pastern, coronet and hoof) but enough will
have been said, perhaps, to give confidence
that we have acquired for nothing another
English artist
work by this delightfully
to add to the nine we already possess.
Paul Sandby's pleasure in the day-today activities of those around him was
shared about forty years later by William
Pyne (1769—1843) and Julius
Henry
Caesar Ibbetson (1759—1817), both men
of independence and initiative, hardworking and slightly unreliable. Three drawings by Pyne and two by Ibbetson are now
clearly identified, those by Pyne because
they were made for illustration in books
which he engraved and wrote himself.
His watercolour Potter at N'ork was aquatinted for 'The Costume of Great
and two little pen and wash sketches
of fisherfolk and peasants were used for
engravings in 'Microcosm or a Picturesque
of the Arts, Agriculture,
Delineation
Manufactures etc of Great Britain'806.
Though slight artistically these drawings
are of charm and interest as records of
era. The
rural life in the pre-industrial
Ibbetsons are established on the comparative evidence of drawings illustrated in
Britain'808
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1. Paul

Sandby

(1725—18091 Man on Horseback, blacklead and sepia 6e x

5; in.

2.

Possibly Jonathan

Sl el/on (flo. 1758) Landscape with Katerfalls, roateroolour,

74 x 101 in.

obscure German painter who died at
Vienna in 1771. The etching he made
from it was included in his 'Oeuvre'ublished at Paris after his death. By chance
a copy of this book is in the Art Library
and while neither drawing nor engraving
suggests that Weirotter needs salvaging
from his obscurity, they both have an
interest in that the foliage, as Norman
Lupton noted on the mount of the
drawing, is reminiscent of Richard Wilson
with whom it was tentatively associated.
Perusal of the book (in which is also found
the work of another artist of Claude's
following, Gabriel Perelle) reveals certain
other reminders of wilson's art, his sinuous tree trunks and eclectic compositions.
It looks as if he may have known of their
work or something like it. Such fanciful
engravings would have provided a kind of

Miss Clay's very detailed monograph on
this artist..Fulling Mill at Aberdooey, once

to Turner, dates
erratically attributed
from an early tour in Wales. The small
figures at right and left, drawn in ink, are
particularly
vivid; they provide a link
pencil
with the more highly spirited
sketch, Piper and Dancers, which he jotted
down towards the end of his life on the
issued by a
back of an advertisement
plumber of Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, in
November
1815. Though he was then
settled at Masham in the North Riding,
Hoddesdon is on the road into London
which it is probable he was visiting in
connection with the publishing of a small
volume of his etchings.
Another drawing that was engraved is
Grotto with Figures in pencil and gray wash
by Franz Edmund Weirotter, a somewhat
22

landscape grammar
to which painters
could refer for examples of the correct
idiom when they were not 'drawing from
nature'. The title page claims that Weirotter himself was drawing thus but if so it
is not specifically evident: his Nature is a
derivative place of castles and grottos
overgrown with creeper, its sparse inhabitants dreamy figures who sit lost in time
or wander, even more lost, in space.
Perelle's wanderers sometimes pretend to
enact the Flight into Egypt which again is
relevant to Wilson for the Lupton collection has a surprising
drawing of that
subject by him. Religious subjects generally
are off his beat but this was one which
landscapists from Elsheimer on found it
very easy to accommodate.
To conclude with an attribution that is
not quite conclusive, but worth making:
another Lupton watercolour Landscape with
N'aterfall (Fig. 2) has been linked with
William Marlow but is much more likely
to be the work of John Skelton (d. 1758—9)
which happens also to be considerably
rarer. Of the Print Room's two certain
examples of it, one, an Italian Landscape is
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particularly relevant to this: in both one
sees Skelton's peculiar radial foliage (the
undersides shadowed in series of short black
strokes or Vs) and his somewhat superficial postcard-tint colouring of yellow-green
and blue, washed lightly over greys and
browns. In one of his letters from Italy,
Skelton writes of a watercolour, a 'short
waterfall', which he made on a walk, and
was rather pleased with as an experiment
in working directly from the motif. As this
is both of a short waterfall and (on another
reading) a short, i.e. horizontal drawing
of one, which technically shows signs of
having been done out of doors, there is
just a chance it may be the drawing
mentioned
an association which if it
could be confirmed would give an extra
interest to this unrefined but atmospheric
work by one of the 'primitives'f
the
English watercolour school.
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